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Abstract. Boldyreva et al. (Eurocrypt 2012) defined a fine-grained security model
capturing ciphertext fragmentation attacks against symmetric encryption schemes.
The model was extended by Albrecht et al. (CCS 2016) to include an integrity notion.
The extended security model encompasses important security goals of SSH that go
beyond confidentiality and integrity to include length hiding and denial-of-service
resistance properties. Boldyreva et al. also defined and analysed the InterMAC scheme,
while Albrecht et al. showed that InterMAC satisfies stronger security notions than
all currently available SSH encryption schemes. In this work, we take the InterMAC
scheme and make it fully ready for use in practice. This involves several steps. First,
we modify the InterMAC scheme to support encryption of arbitrary length plaintexts
and we replace the use of Encrypt-then-MAC in InterMAC with modern noncebased authenticated encryption. Second, we describe a reference implementation
of the modified InterMAC scheme in the form of the library libInterMAC. We give
a performance analysis of libInterMAC. Third, to test the practical performance of
libInterMAC, we implement several InterMAC-based encryption schemes in OpenSSH
and carry out a performance analysis for the use-case of file transfer using SCP.
We measure the data throughput and the data overhead of using InterMAC-based
schemes compared to existing schemes in OpenSSH. Our analysis shows that, for
some network set-ups, using InterMAC-based schemes in OpenSSH only moderately
affects performance whilst providing stronger security guarantees compared to existing
schemes.
Keywords: fragmentation attack · SSH · Authenticated Encryption · crypto library ·
implementation · performance analysis
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Introduction

Authenticated Encryption (AE) security has emerged as the standard security notion that
a symmetric encryption scheme should satisfy to be considered for practical use. AE
security is equivalent to achieving IND-CPA and IND-CTXT security, meaning confidentiality
against a passive attacker and integrity against an active attacker armed with a decryption
capability. However, AE security is not sufficient for every application scenario. A case in
point is SSH, specifically the Binary Packet Protocol (BPP), the component of the SSH
protocol suite specifying data transfer. In 2002 Bellare et al. [BKN02] proved that the
variant of “Encrypt & Mac” used in SSH provides (stateful) AE security under reasonable
assumptions on the protocol’s building blocks. However, in 2009 Albrecht et al. [APW09]
presented a plaintext-recovery attack against CBC mode with random IVs in SSH, a case
covered by the proof. In 2016 further attacks were found against a patched version of the
CBC mode construction used in OpenSSH [ADHP16]. The attacks of [APW09, ADHP16]
exploit the fact that ciphertexts can be delivered as a sequence of fragments, with the
attacker being able to observe the behaviour of the receiver as each fragment is delivered.
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They also exploit the fact that SSH tries to hide information about packet lengths by
encrypting the relevant length field. Traditional security notions, including those used
by Bellare et al. [BKN02], do not cater for this kind of ciphertext fragmentation attack.
Fragmentation of ciphertexts has also been used to mount attacks against IPSec [DP10].
The setting of symmetric encryption schemes supporting ciphertext fragmentation
was formulated and thoroughly analysed by Boldyreva et al. [BDPS12], with the aim of
formalising exactly what the security goals for the SSH BPP should be. They introduced
confidentiality notions for this setting, IND-sfCFA, as well as two more advanced notions
capturing the idea that an adversary should not be able to tell where the boundaries
between distinct packets lie (“boundary hiding”, BH-CPA and BH-sfCFA for the passive and
active settings, respectively) and the idea that an adversary should not be able to make a
receiver “hang” in the middle of a decryption operation, consuming large amounts of data
without outputting anything (“Denial-of-Service” security, DOS-sfCFA). The boundary
hiding notions are suggested by SSH’s use of encrypted length fields and lack of per-packet
metadata, indicating that the original designers of SSH wished a long sequence of SSH
packets to look just like a string of random bits. The DOS-sfCFA notion is motivated by
SSH’s interactive session mode, SSH’s support for relatively large packet lengths, and the
manipulability of the length field by an active attacker. An integrity notion, IND-sfCTF,
for symmetric encryption schemes supporting ciphertext fragmentation was later defined
in [ADHP16].
It is notable that none of the symmetric encryption schemes currently supported in
SSH (nor in the leading OpenSSH implementation of SSH) achieve the four strongest
properties in combination (IND-sfCFA, IND-sfCTF, BH-sfCFA, DOS-sfCFA), see [ADHP16].
For example, the now-default scheme in OpenSSH is based on ChaCha20-Poly1305, but
uses two separate keys, one for encrypting the length field, and another for encrypting
actual data. The length field encryption highlights the OpenSSH developers’ desire to
achieve some form of boundary hiding, a desire explicitly confirmed by one of the main
OpenSSH developers, Damien Miller [Mil13]. The OpenSSH ChaCha20-Poly1305 scheme
still suffers from weaknesses that lead to easy attacks: an attacker can manipulate the
length field, enabling a DOS-sfCFA attack; meanwhile BH-sfCFA attacks are possible by
“bit-flipping” elsewhere in the packet and observing how many bytes of input are needed
to trigger MAC errors. The scheme does at least achieve BH-CPA security. A complete
summary of the encryption schemes available in OpenSSH and their security properties
can be found in [ADHP16, Table 1].
The above discussion begs the question: can one do better, achieving all four of the
strong security notions formalised by Boldyreva et al. [BDPS12], and at what cost? In
fact, [BDPS12] already defined a scheme, InterMAC, that possesses the four security notions:
IND-sfCFA, IND-sfCTF, BH-sfCFA, and DOS-sfCFA. Their scheme breaks a message into
equal-sized chunks and applies an Encrypt-then-MAC construction to them separately,
incorporating certain encoding information in the MAC computation to indicate the final
chunk of a message and to ensure that chunks cannot be reordered or deleted. The size
of each chunk in bytes, called the chunk length, is a parameter of the scheme which we
denote by N . It determines the amount of DoS security the InterMAC scheme offers: it
is guaranteed that decryption must output either some plaintext or an error message for
every N + δ bytes of ciphertext received, where δ is some small overhead (related to the
scheme’s ciphertext expansion). It is claimed by Boldyreva et al. [BDPS12] that InterMAC
is efficient in practice. We interpret this statement to mean that InterMAC demonstrates
that all four security properties can be met in practice with low overhead and so would
enhance security with no significant decrease in performance compared to existing schemes.
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Figure 1: Performance measurements (lower is better) of the encrypt function (im_encrypt()) in
libInterMAC for a number of chunk lengths and message lengths. Each chart shows the number of
clock cycles per byte using either AES-GCM (left chart) or ChaCha20-Poly1305 (right chart) as the internal
nonce-based AE scheme. The number of clock cycles per byte, for each combination of chunk length and
message length (of size 1KB, 8KB, 15KB or 50KB, as indicated by four distinct label colors/patterns),
is computed by taking the minimum of 25 independent averages where each average is calculated over
100 samples. AES-GCM is implemented using AES-NI and CLMUL instructions, while ChaCha20-Poly1305
is done purely in software (cf. Section 4.4). Some bars for the 1KB message category are truncated to
increase readability. Left chart: the value for a chunk length of 8191/8192 is approximately 10 cycles/byte.
Right chart: the value for chunk lengths of 4095/4096 or 8191/8192 are approximately 140 cycles/byte
and 270 cycles/byte, respectively.

1.1

Our Contributions

Reflecting on the discussion above, it is evident that there is a need to implement and
deploy schemes that satisfy the advanced security notions desired (but not currently met)
by the designers of the SSH protocol. To this end, we started from the InterMAC scheme
and investigated the claim that InterMAC only requires low overhead. Specifically, we
implemented a C library libInterMAC [AHP18a], providing two options for choosing the
internal encryption scheme to replace InterMAC’s Encrypt-then-MAC approach, namely
AES-GCM and ChaCha20-Poly1305. The library can be easily extended with other options.
We tested the performance of the library, see Figures 1 and Figure 2, and used it to develop
new InterMAC-based encryption schemes for OpenSSH. Section 4.7 gives a detailed
discussion of the performance of libInterMAC. We compare these new schemes with existing
OpenSSH options to assess their impact on data overhead and latency. We also provide a
detailed discussion of the challenges of implementing libInterMAC in a constant time manner
(in an effort to reduce the side-channel leakages) and the impact of this on performance.
These considerations go beyond the formal modelling of security properties considered in
prior work [BDPS12, ADHP16].
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Figure 2: Performance measurements (lower is better) of the decrypt function (im_decrypt()) in
libInterMAC for a number of chunk lengths and message lengths. Each chart shows the number of
clock cycles per byte using either AES-GCM (left chart) or ChaCha20-Poly1305 (right chart) as the internal
nonce-based AE scheme. The number of clock cycles per byte, for each combination of chunk and message
length (of size 1KB, 8KB, 15KB or 50KB, as indicated by four distinct label colors/patterns), is computed
by taking the minimum of 25 independent averages where each average is calculated over 100 samples.
AES-GCM is implemented using AES-NI and CLMUL instructions, while ChaCha20-Poly1305 is done purely
in software (cf. Section 4.4). im_decrypt() uses constant-time padding removal, cf. Section 4.6.1. Some
bars for the 1KB message category are truncated to increase readability. Left chart: the value for chunk
lengths of 4095/4096 or 8191/8192 are approximately 55 cycles/byte and 115 cycles/byte, respectively.
Right chart: the value for chunk lengths of 4095/4096 or 8191/8192 are approximately 180 cycles/byte
and 360 cycles/byte, respectively.

Most notably, the process of implementing InterMAC and InterMAC-based encryption
schemes for SSH and addressing concerns arising in practice required us to modify the
InterMAC scheme and the SSH packet format in significant ways:
– The original InterMAC scheme only supported plaintexts whose bit-length is a
multiple of some chunk length. For reasons of practicality, we focus on byte-oriented
plaintexts. But to support the arbitrary length inputs encountered in practice, we
add alternating-byte padding to the scheme. Unfortunately, adding this feature
significantly increases the ciphertext expansion, since padding up to a multiple of N
bytes is required in order to preserve BH-sfCFA security whilst achieving DOS-sfCFA
security. This padding has a negative impact on the performance, as we describe
below.
– For efficiency and convenience, we decided to employ native nonce-based AE schemes
to process chunks, instead of using the original Encrypt-then-MAC construction in
InterMAC with its two separate processing steps. This required a number of design
decisions to be made concerning signaling of the last chunk, and how to select nonces
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for the underlying AE scheme so as to incorporate both a message counter and a
chunk counter to prevent reordering and deletion attacks.
– When InterMAC is used in the SSH context, a number of the original fields in the
SSH packet format are made redundant. We therefore made the decision to modify
the SSH packet format to eliminate the now unneeded fields, saving some overhead in
the encoding of SSH data. The packet processing of our InterMAC-based scheme is
implemented in a standalone code path in OpenSSH, bypassing the complex packet
processing code (see [ADHP16] for examples of security issues arising in that part of
the code). Any application using OpenSSH with one of our new InterMAC-based
schemes would be oblivious to this change.

Figure 3: Measurements for InterMAC-based encryption schemes, OpenSSH AEAD-based encryption
schemes and the OpenSSH AES-CBC encryption scheme using the OpenSSH version of the data copy tool
SCP between two t2.nano AWS EC2 instances in two different regions. “im-Y -X” denotes InterMAC-based
scheme being used with Y as the internal nonce-based AE scheme, and with chunk length X bytes, @ is
short-hand for @openssh. (left chart) Throughput in MB/s (higher is better); median over 100 samples
for a 100MB file transfer for each encryption scheme. (right chart) Total volume of ciphertext bytes
sent on the wire (lower is better); median over 100 samples for a 100MB file transfer for each encryption
scheme.

Our performance analysis shows that our InterMAC schemes do suffer from a nonnegligible ciphertext expansion, up to 30% for the measured InterMAC schemes, compared
to native schemes, see Figures 3 and 4. This is as a result of the desire to achieve BH-sfCFA
security and DOS-sfCFA security simultaneously. However, the behaviour is not uniform
over all InterMAC schemes and depends on the type of data being sent (particularly, the
length of messages supplied by the application running over SSH), network configuration
and the chunk length parameter N . In particular, if the data chunks being processed
by SSH align badly with the chunk length, then a large amount of padding is needed to
push the message size up to a multiple of the chunk length. This brings up the important
question of to what extent (and how) cryptographic algorithms and their security properties
should be designed and then tuned to cater for the many diverse environments that may
exist in practice.
On the other hand, when performance is measured purely based on throughput for large
file transfers, then, depending on the network setting, the performance of the InterMAC
schemes may not significantly deviate from the existing schemes in OpenSSH. For example,
when using SCP to transfer a 100MB file in a WAN setting, simulated by transferring the file
between two t2.nano AWS EC2 instances in two different regions, one cannot distinguish the
throughput of InterMAC schemes from native OpenSSH schemes, see Figure 3. However,
when transferring a 50MB file in a LAN setting, simulated by transferring the file between
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Figure 4: Measurements for InterMAC-based encryption schemes, OpenSSH AEAD-based encryption
schemes and the OpenSSH AES-CBC encryption scheme using the OpenSSH version of the data copy tool
SCP between two dedicated m4.large AWS EC2 instances in two different availability zones. “im-Y -X”
denotes InterMAC-based scheme being used with Y as the internal nonce-based AE scheme, and with
chunk length X bytes, @ is short-hand for @openssh. (left chart) Throughput in MB/s (higher is better);
median over 100 samples for a 50MB file transfer for each encryption scheme. (right chart) Total volume
of ciphertext bytes sent on the wire (lower is better); median over 100 samples for a 50MB file transfer for
each encryption scheme.

two m4.large AWS EC2 instances between two different availability zones (in the same
region), there is a significant difference in throughput between InterMAC schemes and
the native OpenSSH schemes, see Figure 4. In the former case, the overall performance
is bandwidth-limited rather than computation-limited. The reverse is true in the latter
case: we were not able to saturate the available bandwidth, and computation is clearly the
bottleneck, with the difference in throughput for the different schemes becoming clearly
visible. These two experiments indicate, that depending on the application and network
setting, greater security can be achieved than that provided by the existing OpenSSH
schemes whilst suffering only a small decrease in performance. For more details of our
performance study, see Section 5.3.

1.2

Paper Organisation

In Section 2, we cover preliminaries, including formal definitions of the security notions for
the fragmented setting that we target with InterMAC. Section 3 describes in pseudo-code
the original InterMAC scheme and our modified version of it for implementation. In
Section 4, we discuss details of our implementation (libInterMAC) of InterMAC. Section 5
discusses integration of libInterMAC with OpenSSH and our experiments with file transfers
using SCP running over libInterMAC. Section 6 presents our conclusions.

1.3

Further Related Work

The concept of symmetric encryption supporting ciphertext fragmentation as introduced
in [BDPS12] and used here is related to – but distinct from – online Authenticated
Encryption (oAE) [FFL12, HRRV15]. One way to understand the difference is that oAE
seeks to extend the definition of AE to study its security in the situation where the AE
encryption (and possibly decryption) operation is online and operates on chunks of data of
some fixed size, while symmetric encryption supporting ciphertext fragmentation rather
takes as its starting point a set of properties desired of a secure channel of a particular
type, possibly realising constructions using AE (as we do here).
A second related concept is that of unverified release of plaintext [ABL+ 14], which is
also an issue arising in the specific context of online AE, but which relates to per-chunk
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processing of ciphertexts. The relations between different notions of security in this sphere
were investigated in [BPS15] and [EV16].
Finally, [FGMP15] considers a similar, yet distinct concept to symmetric encryption
supporting ciphertext fragmentation, namely stream-based channels. This is tailored to
protocols like TLS in which a TCP-like streaming interface is presented to both encryption
and decryption, whereas, in our setting, only the decryption interface behaves in this way.

2

Preliminaries

2.1

Bits vs. Bytes

In this work, we have chosen to take a byte-oriented approach when describing algorithms.
That is, operations performed in an algorithm are performed byte-wise. However, because
we want to be compatible with previous works we keep standard bit-oriented security
definitions.
Our main reason for choosing byte-oriented notation is the strong practical view we
take in this work. Odd bit lengths are a significant headache for implementers and are
seldom used in network protocols, SSH being a prime example of a byte-oriented protocol.
As a result, describing data strings, etc., in bits imposes extra work and creates confusion,
but yields no practical gain.

2.2

Notation

For algorithms A1 , A2 , . . . we let AA1 ,A2 ,... denote the output after executing A with oracle
access to A1 , A2 , . . . and fresh coins. We use {0, 1}∗ /B∗ to denote the set of all bit/byte
strings of finite length and {0, 1}n /Bn to denote the set of all bit/byte strings of length n.
If S is a set, then S + denotes the set of all combinations of concatenations of elements
from S and s ←R S means sampling an element s uniformly at random from S. If i is
an unsigned integer, hii` denotes the unsigned `-bit representation of i. ε denotes the
empty string. For two strings v, w, consisting of either bits or bytes, we use the following
notation:
v k w denotes the concatenation of strings v and w.
|v|/|v|B denotes the size of string v counted in bits/bytes.
v | w denotes the bit-wise OR operation between v and w.
v ⊕ w denotes the bit-wise XOR operation between v and w.
v  w denotes the prefix predicate and returns true if and only if there exists
u ∈ {0, 1}∗ such that w = v k u.
– v % w denotes the (unique) substring z such that v = p k z where p ∈ {0, 1}∗ is the
greatest common prefix of v and w (i.e. p is the longest bit or byte string such that
p  v and p  w).
– v[i]/v[i]B denotes the ith bit/byte of v.
– v[i : j]/v[i : j]B denotes the substring from bit/byte i to bit/byte j (inclusive) of v.

–
–
–
–
–

For a list L, we use L = [] to denote the initialisation of L to the empty list and let
L.append(L) denote appending L to the list L. The check L ∈ L returns true if L is in
the list L and false otherwise. L[p . . . q] denotes the sublist [L[p], L[p + 1], . . . , L[q]]. For
a vector m = (m1 , m2 , . . . , mr ) or list L = [m1 , m2 , . . . , mr ], we let k(L) and k(m) denote
the concatenation m1 k m2 k · · · k mr .
Recall, that the definitions below are all bit-oriented, while the algorithms descriptions,
which will appear later, are byte-oriented.
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2.3

Nonce-Based Symmetric Encryption Scheme

Our definition of a nonce-based authenticated encryption (nAE) scheme is inspired by
Namprempre et al. [NRS14]. We will use such schemes in a generic way in the sequel when
proposing our implementation-oriented version of InterMAC. In our security definitions,
the adversary success is quantified in terms of the adversary’s resources, denoted by R.
The resources of interest are usually the number of queries of different types, the size of
the queries and the running time of the adversary. See [BGR95, BKR94, BR94] for details
of this approach.
Definition 1 (nAE scheme). A nonce-based symmetric encryption scheme is a triple
nSE = (K, Enc, Dec), with associated message space M ⊆ {0, 1}∗ , ciphertext space C ⊆
{0, 1}∗ , and nonce space N ⊆ {0, 1}∗ . For k ← K, we write C ← Enck (M, N ) where
(M, N, C) ∈ M × N × C and M ← Deck (C, N ) where (C, N, M ) ∈ C × N × (M ∪ {⊥})
(with ⊥∈
/ M). See Namprempre et al. [NRS14] for details on further requirements on Enc
and Dec.
Note that Namprempre et al. actually define nAE schemes with additional data. We
omit additional data in this paper (because we do not make any use of it). The security
definition we use for an nAE scheme is also inspired by Namprempre et al. [NRS14].
Definition 2 (nAE advantage). Let nSE = (K, Enc, Dec), with associated message space
M ⊆ {0, 1}∗ , ciphertext space C ⊆ {0, 1}∗ , and nonce space N ⊆ {0, 1}∗ be an nAE scheme.
Let ENC, DEC, $ and ⊥, all being initialised by INI, be the algorithms defined in Fig. 5.
For any adversary A we define its nAE advantage as:
h
i
h
i
ENC(·,·),DEC(·,·)
$(·,·),⊥(·,·)
AdvnAE
(A)
=
Pr
INI
:
A
=
1
−
Pr
INI
:
A
=
1
.
nSE
An adversary A is said to be (η, R)-nAE secure if for any adversary A using resources at
most R, its nAE advantage AdvnAE
nSE (A) is bounded by η.
alg. INI

alg. ENC(M, N )

alg. DEC(C, N )

alg. $(M, N )

alg. ⊥ (C, N )

k ←R K

if (M, N ) ∈ LE

if C ∈ LD

if (M, N ) ∈ LE

return ⊥

LE = []

return ⊥

return ⊥

LD = []

C ← Enck (M, N )

M ← Deck (C, N )

return

LE .append((M, N ))

return M

LD .append(C)
return C

return ⊥
C ← Enck (M, N )
LE .append((M, N ))
if C = ⊥
return ⊥
r ←R {0, 1}

|C|

return r

Figure 5: Algorithms for defining nAE advantage.

Informally, the definition measures an adversary’s ability to distinguish an encryption/decryption oracle pair from a pair of oracles that return random bits and ⊥ (error).
We assume that all the nonce-based symmetric encryption schemes used in this paper
have only one possible error message. This simplifies our treatment and is well-reflected
in practice for the AE schemes we use internally in our constructions (but note that our
syntax for symmetric encryption schemes supporting ciphertext fragmentation in the next
section do not have this restriction).

2.4

Symmetric Encryption in the Presence of Ciphertext Fragmentation

Standard security models for symmetric encryption schemes lack the granularity to correctly
capture the use of symmetric encryption schemes in real world protocols. TLS, SSH and
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IPsec, which all heavily rely on the security of symmetric encryption schemes, are often
implemented on top of TCP or other lower-level protocols that fragment data in ways
that are uncontrollable and unpredictable. As a consequence, ciphertexts might arrive at
a receiver in an arbitrarily fragmented fashion and before decryption can happen, these
fragments must be assembled into a complete ciphertext. The need for implementations to
support ciphertext fragmentation for decryption has been used as an attack vector several
times [APW09, ADHP16, DP10].
Security models capturing symmetric encryption schemes supporting ciphertext fragmentation were first proposed by Boldyreva et al. [BDPS12]. They defined a confidentiality
notion and two advanced notions: boundary hiding and denial-of-service. Their confidentiality definition was later found to contain a flaw. The flaw was repaired in [ADHP16];
that paper also added an integrity notion.
2.4.1

Syntax

Let S⊥ denote the set of errors that the decryption algorithm can output. Note that we
allow multiple errors, which reflects the fact that when a real scheme fails it might fail in
different ways that can be distinguished by an adversary. Let ¶ denote a symbol such that
∗
¶ 6∈ ({0, 1} ∪ S⊥ ) . We use ¶ to indicate the end of plaintext messages. It is needed by
the calling application to correctly parse the output from the decryption algorithm.
Definition 3 (Symmetric encryption scheme supporting ciphertext fragmentation). A
symmetric encryption scheme SE = (KGen, Enc, Dec) supporting ciphertext fragmentation
with associated message space M ⊆ {0, 1}∗ , ciphertext space C ⊆ {0, 1}∗ and error set S⊥ ,
is specified by three algorithms:
– A randomised key generation algorithm KGen that outputs a key k and initial states
σ0 and %0 for encryption and decryption, respectively. We write (k, σ0 , %0 ) ← KGen.
– A stateful encryption algorithm Enc that takes as input a key k, a plaintext m ∈ M
and current state σ, and outputs a ciphertext c ∈ C and the updated state σ 0 . We
write (c, σ 0 ) ← Enck (m, σ).
– A deterministic and stateful decryption algorithm Dec that takes as input a key
k, a fragment f ∈ {0, 1}∗ and current state %, and outputs a plaintext fragment
∗
m ∈ ({0, 1, ¶} ∪ S⊥ ) and the updated state %0 . We write (m, %0 ) ← Deck (f, %).
For a vector m = (m1 , m2 , . . . , mr ) we use (c, σ 0 ) ← Enck (m, σ) to denote (c1 , σ1 ) ←
Enck (m1 , σ); (c2 , σ2 ) ← Enck (m2 , σ1 ); . . .; (cr , σr ) ← Enck (mr , σr−1 ) where σ 0 = σr and
c = (c1 , c2 , . . . cr ). For further details we refer the reader to [BDPS12, ADHP16], in
particular for a suitable correctness definition. Below, we define security properties for
symmetric encryption schemes supporting ciphertext fragmentation.
2.4.2

Confidentiality and Integrity

In this work, we will use the confidentiality and integrity notions from [ADHP16]. The
two notions are reproduced below.
Definition 4 (IND-sfCFA advantage). Let SE = (KGen, Enc, Dec) be a symmetric encryption scheme supporting ciphertext fragmentation. Let LR and DEC be the oracles specified
in Fig. 6, with both oracles being initialised according to INI as specified in Fig. 6. For
any adversary A we define its IND-sfCFA advantage as:
h
i
LR(b,·,·),DEC(·)
Advind-sfcfa
(A)
=
2
Pr
INI
:
A
=
b
− 1.
SE
The scheme SE is said to be (η, R)-IND-sfCFA secure if for any adversary A with resources
at most R, its IND-sfCFA advantage Advind-sfcfa
(A) is bounded by η.
SE
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Definition 5 (IND-sfCTF advantage). Let SE = (KGen, Enc, Dec) be a symmetric encryption scheme supporting ciphertext fragmentation. Let ENC and DEC be oracles specified
as in Fig. 6, with both oracles being initialised according to INI as specified in Fig. 6. Let
∗
FORGE be the event that DEC returns an element from {0, 1, ¶} . For any adversary A,
we define its IND-sfCTF advantage as:
h
i
Advind-ctf
(A) = Pr INI, AENC(·),DEC(·) : FORGE .
SE
The scheme SE is said to be (η, R)-IND-sfCTF secure, if for any adversary A with resources
at most R, its IND-sfCTF advantage Advind-ctf
(A) is bounded by η.
SE
2.4.3

Boundary Hiding

It is standard to assume that a symmetric encryption scheme is allowed to leak the length
of a message. However, leaking the length of a message can be potentially dangerous [DP07,
DP10, WMSM11]. The SSH BPP attempts to hide message lengths by encrypting metadata
such as the packet length field. Other protocols such as TLS have an explicit length field
and therefore do not achieve any hiding of message lengths. Boldyreva et al. [BDPS12]
formalised boundary hiding security notions for passive and active adversaries. These
notions provide a form of length hiding for sequences of messages. They are replicated
below. To save space, for passive boundary hiding (BH-CPA) the boxed code is excluded,
while for active boundary hiding (BH-sfCFA) the boxed code replaces the code adjacent to
it.
Definition 6 (BH-CPA BH-sfCFA advantage). Let SE = (KGen, Enc, Dec) be a symmetric
encryption scheme supporting ciphertext fragmentation. Let LR-BH and DEC be the oracles
specified in Fig. 6, with both oracles being initialised according to INI as specified in Fig. 6.
For any adversary A, we define its BH-CPA BH-sfCFA advantage as:
bh-cpa

AdvSE

bh-sfcfa

h
i
(A) = 2 Pr INI : ALR-BH(b,·,·) = b ALR-BH(b,·,·),DEC(·) = b − 1.

The scheme SE is said to be (η, R)-BH-CPA (η, R)-BH-sfCFA secure, if for any adversary
bh-cpa

A with resources at most R, its BH-CPA BH-sfCFA advantage AdvSE
bounded by η.

bh-sfcfa

(A) is

The passive boundary hiding game captures the case where an adversary tries to
gather information from ciphertext lengths. The active boundary hiding game captures
an adversary that tries to infer information by means of, for example, flipping bits in the
stream of fragments. Note that neither definition attempts to capture side-channel attacks
based on, for example, the time taken to process ciphertext fragments. Rather, they are
focussed on information that leaks directly to the adversary via the ciphertexts themselves,
or from error messages received during decryption. Nevertheless, as noted in [ADHP16],
none of the schemes currently supported in OpenSSH achieves BH-sfCFA security due to
simple bit-flipping attacks.
2.4.4

Denial of Service

Fragmentation can aid in the successful execution of Denial-of-Service (DoS) attacks.
Consider, for example, the SSH protocol and conventional encryption schemes that use
encryption modes such as CBC and CTR. By flipping certain bits corresponding to the
packet length field of an SSH packet, the receiver of the packet can be tricked into believing
that the message being received is many times bigger than its actual size. A user would
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alg. LR(b, m0 , m1 )

alg. LR-BH(b, m0 , m1 )

alg. DEC(f)

sync ← true

if |m0 | 6= |m1 | return ε

σ0 ← σ, σ1 ← σ

(m, %) ← Deck (f, %)

ie ← 0

(c, σ) ← Enck (mb , σ)

(c0 , σ0 ) ← Enck (m0 , σ0 )

F ← F k f, M ← M k m

C = [ ], M = [ ]

ie ← ie + 1, C[ie ] ← c

(c1 , σ1 ) ← Enck (m1 , σ1 )

if sync = true

0

F ← ε, M ← ε

M[ie ] ← mb k ¶

c0 ←k(c0 ), c1 ←k(c1 )

b ←R {0, 1}

return c

if |c0 | 6= |c1 | return ⊥

(k, σ, %) ← KGen

σ ← σb

return

for k = 1 . . . |cb |

alg. ENC(m)

ie ← ie + 1
(c, σ) ← Enck (m, σ)
ie ← ie + 1, C[ie ] ← c
M[ie ] ← m k ¶
return c

0

0

jd ← min {l | k(C[1 . . . l])  F} ∪ {ie }
if F  k(C[1 . . . jd ])
m←ε
else
0

C[k] ← cb [k]

m ← M % k(M[1 . . . jd − 1])

M[ie ] ← mb [k]

if k(C[1 . . . jd ])  F

return cb



0

m ← M % k(M[1 . . . jd ])
if m 6= ε
sync ← false
return m

Figure 6: Algorithms for defining IND-sfCFA, IND-sfCTF, BH-CPA and BH-sfCFA advantage.

experience such attacks as connection hanging – effectively a DoS. A cryptographic-style
definition of DoS attacks was (again) first formalised in [BDPS12] and is somewhat tailored
to captured the kind of attack described above.
Definition 7 (DOS-sfCFA advantage). Let SE = (KGen, Enc, Dec) be a symmetric encryption scheme supporting fragmentation. Let ENC and DEC-DOS be the oracles specified in
Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 respectively, with both oracles being initialised according to INI-DOS as
specified in Fig. 7. Let DENIAL be the event that WIN = 1 after a call to DEC-DOS. For
any adversary A, we define its n-DOS-sfCFA advantage as:
h
i
Advn-dos-sfcfa
(A) = Pr INI-DOS, AENC(·),DEC-DOS(·) : DENIAL .
SE
The scheme SE is said to be (η, R)-n-DOS-sfCFA secure, if for any adversary A with
resources at most R, its n-DOS-sfCFA advantage Advn-dos-sfcfa
(A) is bounded by η.
SE
To win the DoS game, an adversary must produce a sequence of ciphertext fragments
that when concatenated is at least n bits long, which deviates from the sequence of bits
produced by the encryption oracle, and where the consecutive decryption of these fragments
still causes the decryption algorithm to produce no output. The parameter n quantifies
how long the output from the decryption algorithm can be stalled. Hence, we are interested
in achieving n-DOS-sfCFA for the smallest possible n. Applications often implement a
maximum message size to thwart DoS attempts. Such applications can trivially satisfy
this definition by simply choosing n to be equal to the maximum message size. Using the
InterMAC scheme presented in Section 3 it is possible to substantially lower the smallest
possible n, often far lower than any maximum message size, significantly improving DoS
security. Note that in the context of the security definition n is counted in bits.

3

InterMAC

The security notions presented in Section 2.4 represent a strong set of security properties not
captured by the usual security models for symmetric encryption. A symmetric encryption
scheme that simultaneously meets IND-sfCFA, IND-sfCTF, BH-sfCFA and DOS-sfCFA is
the InterMAC scheme from [BDPS12]. The construction is straightforward and, in simple
terms, can be described as follows. A message is split into equal-sized chunks which are
then individually fed into an Encrypt-then-MAC construction. The resulting ciphertexts
and MAC tags are concatenated to form the final ciphertext. We will make various
modifications to InterMAC, with the main changes being:
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alg. INI-DOS

alg. DEC-DOS(f)

sync ← true

(m, %) ← Deck (f, %)

ie ← 0

M ←M km

0

C = [ ], M = [ ]
0

0

if sync = true

F ← ε, M ← ε

F←Fkf

(k, σ, %) ← KGen

jd ← min {l | k(C[1 . . . l])  F} ∪ {ie }

WIN ← 0
return



if F k(C[1 . . . jd ])
m←ε
else
0

m ← M % k(M[1 . . . jd − 1])
if k(C[1 . . . jd ])  F
0

m ← M % k(M[1 . . . jd ])
if m 6= ε
F←ε
sync ← false
else
if m = ε: F ← F k f
else : F ← ε
if sync = false and |F| ≥ n
WIN ← 1
return m

Figure 7: Algorithms for defining DOS-sfCFA advantage.

– Extending the original InterMAC scheme to support arbitrary length, byte-oriented
messages.
– Replacing the Encrypt-then-MAC construction with a general, nonce-based symmetric encryption scheme.
We prove that the modifications made to InterMAC do not change its security properties,
see Section 3.3.

3.1

Original InterMAC

Definition 8 below defines the original InterMAC scheme appearing in [BDPS12]. Note
that the chunk length N , message sizes, chunk lengths, etc., are all counted in bytes
compared to the original presentation. This consistent with us adopting a byte-oriented
presentation of the scheme as explained in Section 2.1.
Definition 8. Let SE = (EGen, Enc, Dec) be a symmetric encryption scheme with an
associated message space that contains BN +1 , for some desired N ∈ N. Without loss of
generality, we assume SE is stateful. Furthermore, assume that Enc encrypts all messages
of length N +1 bytes to ciphertexts of `c bytes (for some fixed `c ). (Length-regular schemes,
i.e. schemes in which any two messages of the same length always encrypt to ciphertexts
of equal length, will meet this requirement.) Let MA = (MGen, Tag, Ver) be a message
authentication code with associated message space {0, 1}∗ and tag length `tag
 (counted
in bytes). Then the (byte-oriented) InterMAC scheme oIM = Gen, Enc, Dec defined in
Fig. 8 gives a symmetric encryption scheme supporting ciphertext fragmentation with
+
associated message space {BN } .
The InterMac scheme oIM (o for original) works as follows. First the plaintext is cut
into equal size chunks of length N . Each chunk is then encoded by appending a byte b,
we call this byte a chunk delimiter, encoding whether the chunk is the last chunk in the
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alg. Gen

alg. Dec(k, f, (%e , α, m, msg_ctr, chunk_ctr, fail))

1:

(ke , σe , %e ) ← EGen

1:

ke k km ← k

2:

km ← MGen

2:

w ← , α ← α k f

3:

k ← ke k km

3:

while |α|B ≥ `c + `tag

4:

σ ← (σe , 0)

4:

c ← α[1 : `c ]B

5:

% ← (%e , , , 0, 0, 0)

5:

τ ← α[`c + 1 : `c + `tag ]B

6:

return (k, σ, %)

alg. Enc(k, m, (σe , msg_ctr))

6:

α ← α[N + 1 : |α|B ]B

7:

j ← chunk_ctr + 1

8:

v ← Verkm (c k hmsg_ctri k hchunk_ctri, τ )

9:

if v = ⊥ and fail = 0

1:

c ← , b ← 0x00, ke k km ← k

10 :

w ← w k⊥

2:

for chunk_ctr = 1 . . . |m|B /N

11 :

fail ← 1

3:

p ← 1 + (chunk_ctr − 1) · N

12 :

4:

q ← chunk_ctr · N

13 :

5:

m ← m[p : q]B

14 :

6:

if q = |m|B

15 :

(m , %e ) ← Decke (c, %e )

7:

b ← 0x01

16 :

m ← m k m [1 : N ]B

0

0

0

8:

(c , σe ) ← Encke (m k b, σe )

9:

τ ← Tagkm (c k hmsg_ctri k hchunk_ctri)

10 :

13

17 :

0

0

c←ckc kτ

elseif fail = 1
w ← w k⊥
else
0

0

0

if m [N + 1]B 6= 0x00

18 :

w←wkmk¶

19 :

msg_ctr ← msg_ctr + 1 : chunk_ctr ← 0

11 :

msg_ctr ← msg_ctr + 1

20 :

12 :

return (c, (σe , msg_ctr))

21 :

m←
return (w, (%e , α, m, msg_ctr, chunk_ctr, fail))

Figure 8: A byte-oriented version of the original InterMAC scheme, oIM.

plaintext or not. The resulting encoded chunks are then individually encrypted, producing
ciphertexts c1 , c2 , . . ., called ciphertext chunks. A MAC is computed over each chunk ci ,
together with the message counter msg_ctr and the chunk counter chunk_ctr, producing
a MAC tag τi . Finally, all ciphertext chunks and associated MAC tags are concatenated,
which yields the final ciphertext c = c1 k τ1 k c2 k τ2 k · · · . When decrypting, the
fragment f is appended to the buffer α. If the buffer contains more than `c + `tag bytes,
the ciphertext chunk c and MAC tag τ are extracted, and the extracted data is removed
from the buffer α. The MAC tag is verified over the ciphertext chunk c, message counter
msg_ctr and chunk counter chunk_ctr. If the MAC verification fails, the fail flag fail is
set and the (error) symbol ⊥ is appended to the output string buffer w. If the MAC
verification passes, the ciphertext chunk is decrypted into a message m0 and is appended
to the current plaintext buffer m. If the final ciphertext chunk is decrypted the output
buffer w is appended with the current plaintext buffer m and the plaintext delimiter ¶
after which the plaintext buffer is reset.
The message counter and chunk counter are both important to the security of the
InterMAC scheme. The former prevents trivial reordering of messages as well as “crossreordering” where an adversary takes a ciphertext chunk from one ciphertext and substitutes
it into another ciphertext. As a consequence, InterMAC does not need to rely on an
externally managed sequence counter (or other replay-protection methods) to provide
protection against replay attacks. The latter secures against reordering of ciphertext
chunks in a ciphertext. These security claims of course depend on the message and chunk
counter being authenticated. This is achieved for the original InterMAC scheme because
they are included in the MAC scope.
Boldyreva et al. [BDPS12] proved that the original InterMAC scheme oIM is IND-sfCFA,
BH-sfCFA and (`c + `tag )-DOS-sfCFA secure. They did not prove that oIM is IND-sfCTF
secure but this can be proven with little effort. The requirements on the internal symmetric
encryption scheme SE and the internal MAC scheme MA are standard: SE must be
IND$-CPA secure and length-regular, while MA must be UF-CMA secure and T a PRF.
For formal definitions of these notions, see [BDPS12].
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Using InterMAC brings additional overhead on top of any ciphertext expansion introduced by the internal symmetric encryption scheme. Namely, both the chunk encoding and
the incremental MACing introduce overhead in the final ciphertext. The precise overhead
can be computed as a function of the chunk length N . This function is not necessarily
a decreasing function of N because the potential ciphertext expansion of the internal
symmetric encryption scheme can increase when increasing the chunk length.1

3.2

Modified InterMAC

The oIM scheme described in Section 3.1 is not suitable for use in practical applications
because only messages that are a multiple of the chunk length can be encrypted. Fortunately,
oIM can be modified to support arbitrary length messages. We extend oIM with padding
such that if the message is not a multiple of the chunk length N we apply padding up
to the nearest multiple of N . We use alternating-byte padding. This works by padding
with bytes different from the last byte of the message. Specifically, if the last byte of the
message is 0x00, the byte 0x01 is used as the padding byte and if the last byte of the
message is not 0x00, the byte 0x00 is used as the padding byte. This padding scheme is
obviously invertible.
In fact, we combine the padding with the chunk delimiter byte to avoid the need to
add complete chunks of padding in the event that the plaintext data is already aligned on
an N -byte boundary. Specifically, if the message length is already a multiple of the chunk
length N , then we set the final chunk delimiter to 0x01, while if the message length is not
a multiple of N , meaning that padding is present, then we set the final chunk delimiter to
0x02. The final chunk delimiter therefore both indicates when the end of a ciphertext has
been reached and whether the final plaintext chunk was padded or not. This combined
operation is denoted by add_padding(·, ·) in Figure 9 formally describing the modified
InterMAC scheme IM, with output (m, d) denoting the now padded message m and chunk
delimiter byte d. Details of the add_padding function are given in Figure 10, while the
practical effects of padding on bandwidth and speed are explored in detail in Section 5.
Note that no padding oracle issues, like those that have plagued TLS’s MAC-thenEncrypt construction, will arise during padding removal, because the message and padding
will always be protected by an AE scheme in our construction. On the other hand, in a
straightforward implementation the running time of the padding removal process (and
handling of the final chunk delimiter) would depend on the amount of padding and the
value of the chunk delimiter byte, which in turn might lead to leakage of the true message
length to an attacker. This is because in such an implementation, one would just inspect
bytes from right to left in the final chunk until a different byte value was encountered,
branching at that point. To avoid this obvious timing side-channel, our remove_padding
function in Figure 10 operates in a constant-time manner. This means that it must operate
on every byte of every chunk (and not just the last chunk, since we also want to hide the
fact that the last chunk is being processed). This has an obvious performance impact
compared to using a naive routine for padding removal. We discuss this impact in greater
detail in Section 5.
In addition to the modifications described above, we make one further change to the
original InterMAC scheme oIM in obtaining the modified scheme IM. Instead of performing
a two-step process by first encrypting an encoded chunk and then computing a MAC tag
over the resulting ciphertext chunk, we use a nonce-based AE scheme. The nonce-based
AE scheme is applied directly on the encoded chunks, while the message counter msg_ctr
and chunk counter chunk_ctr are used to generate its nonces. This change means that
the chunk counter and message counter are no longer explicitly authenticated. However,
1 Consider, for example, the natural choice of CBC-mode encryption with some padding scheme as the
internal encryption scheme SE, with N increasing from below to above a block boundary for the underlying
block cipher.
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their use to construct the nonces means that they are protected by standard security
properties of nonce-based AE, as we prove in Section 3.3. There are several reasons to
make this modification. Firstly, we wish to make the case for using “modern” primitives.
Nonce-based AE schemes have seen concrete and systematic analysis, are fast, and are
widely supported. Secondly, algorithm agility in InterMAC is easier to achieve when
only having to cater for one algorithm type instead of two algorithms that need to be
composed; see further discussion in Section 4.1. Thirdly, using nonce-based AE makes the
presentation of InterMAC cleaner.
The formal definition of the IM scheme follows.
Definition 9. Let nAE = (Gen, Enc, Dec) be a nonce-based AE symmetric encryption
scheme with an associated message space that contains BN +1 , for some desired N ∈ N and
that has nonce space {0, 1}n . Choose a, b ∈ N such that a + b = n. Furthermore, assume
that nAE encrypts all messages of length N + 1 (counted in bytes) to ciphertexts of length
`c (counted in bytes). Then the modified InterMAC scheme IM = Gen, Enc, Dec defined
in Fig. 9 gives a symmetric encryption scheme supporting ciphertext fragmentation with
associated message space B∗ .
alg. Gen

alg. Dec(k, f, (α, m, msg_ctr, chunk_ctr, fail))

1:

k ← Gen

1:

2:

σ ← (0)

2:

α←αkf

3:

% ← (, , 0, 0, 0)

3:

while |α|B ≥ `c

4:

return (k, σ, %)

alg. Enc(k, m, msg_ctr)
1:

c←

2:

(m, d) ← add_padding(m, N )

3:

for chunk_ctr = 1 . . . |m|B /N

4:

p ← 1 + (chunk_ctr − 1) · N

5:

q ← chunk_ctr · N
0

4:

c ← α[1 : `c ]B

5:

α ← α[`c + 1 : |α|B ]B

6:

chunk_ctr ← chunk_ctr + 1

7:

nonce ← hmsg_ctria k hchunk_ctrib

8:

m ← Deck (c, nonce)

9:

if m = ⊥ and fail = 0

10 :
11 :
12 :

6:

m ← m[p : q]B

13 :

7:

nonce ← hmsg_ctria k hchunk_ctrib

14 :

8:

if q = |m|B

9:
10 :
11 :
12 :

0

0

c ← Enck (m k d, nonce)
else
0

0

c ← Enck (m k 0x00, nonce)
c←ckc

0

13 :

msg_ctr ← msg_ctr + 1

14 :

return (c, (msg_ctr))

w←

15 :

0

0

w ← w k⊥
fail ← 1
elseif fail = 1
w ← w k⊥
else
0

chunk_del ← m [N + 1]B
0

0

16 :

m ← remove_padding(m [1 : N ]B , N, chunk_del)

17 :

if chunk_del 6= 0x00

18 :

0

w←wkmkm k¶

19 :

msg_ctr ← msg_ctr + 1, chunk_ctr ← 0

20 :

m←

21 :
22 :
23 :

else
0

m ← m k m [1 : N ]B
return (w, (α, m, msg_ctr, chunk_ctr, fail))

Figure 9: The modified InterMAC scheme IM; functions add_padding and remove_padding are defined in
Figure 10.

3.3

Security Analysis of IM

We now turn to the task of formally proving that the changes made to the InterMAC
construction oIM in producing IM do not change its security properties. The proofs for
IND-sfCFA, BH-sfCFA and DOS-sfCFA security of oIM appeared in [BDPS12]. However,
the security model turned out to be buggy [ADHP16], and so the proofs for oIM cannot
be safely relied upon for IM.
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alg. add_padding(m, N )
1:

size ← |m|B

2:

mod ← size

3:

if mod = 0

4:

mod N

return (m, 0x01)

alg. remove_padding(m, N, chunk_del)
1:

padbyte ← m[N ]B

2:

padlen ← 0, flag ← 0

3:

for i = 1, . . . N − 1

4:

flag ← flag | (m[N − i]B ⊕ padbyte)

5:

lsb ← (flag | (−flag))  7

5:

padlen ← N − mod

6:

if m[size]B = 0x00

6:

add ← lsb ⊕ 0x01

7:

padbyte ← 0x01

7:

padlen ← padlen + add

8:
9:

else
padbyte ← 0x00

8:

mult ← chunk_del · (chunk_del − 1)  1

9:

padlen ← padlen · mult

10 :

repeat padlen times

10 :

m ← m[1, N − padlen]B

11 :

m ← m k padbyte

11 :

return m

12 :

return (m, 0x02)

Figure 10: Functions to add byte-alternating padding and compute chunk delimiter, and to remove
byte-alternating padding. The variable flag is to be interpreted as an unsigned 8-bit integer and −n is
defined as the operation 28 − n. Beware that some systems/languages/compilers may not respect these
conventions.

Before diving into the proofs, we start by defining an event bad. In the rest of this
section, when referring to the encryption oracle we mean either ENC, LR or LR-BH.
Likewise, when referring to the decryption oracle we mean either DEC or DEC-DOS.
Assume f1 , f2 , f3 , . . . are fragments queried to the decryption oracle and that the sync
flag at some point is set to false. Let v be the unique integer such that before querying
f1 , f2 , . . . , fv , the sync flag is set to true, but after the decryption oracle returns on the
query fv , the sync flag is set to false. Let Fs denote the (byte) string f1 k f2 k · · · k fs . Fs is
the (in order) concatenation of all (fragment) bytes queried to the decryption oracle after
s queries. For s ≥ 1, let CSs denote the (byte) string k(C[1 . . . s]), where C as is defined in
Figure 6. We let ie denote the specific value of the variable of the same name in Figure 6
at the point in time where fv is queried to the decryption oracle. Thus CSie is the (in
order) concatenation of all (ciphertext) bytes returned by the encryption oracle after ie
queries, that is, up to the point in time where fv is queried.
Assume that fv is queried to the decryption query. There are exactly two sets of
conditions on C and F for which the sync flag can be set to false during the processing of
fv . The two sets of conditions are:
A. |Fv |B > |CSie |B and CSie  Fv . This implies |Fv−1 |B ≤ |CSie |B and Fv−1  CSie because v is minimal. Furthermore, we must have jd = ie since CS  Fv . Since IM
does not output anything before processing at least `c bytes, we can find an integer
λ such that
F[λ · `c + 1 : (λ + 1) · `c ]  (CSie % Fv−1 ),
F[λ · `c + 1 : (λ + 1) · `c ]  (Fv % Fv−1 ),
F[λ · `c + 1 : (λ + 1) · `c ] ← α[1 : `c ]B .
Assume λ is minimal and set δ = F[λ · `c + 1 : (λ + 1) · `c ]. The assignment in the
third line above happens at some point during the execution of the “while” loop in
the decryption function of IM and implies that, at some point, δ is an input to Dec.
B. There exists an integer µ such that Fv [µ]B 6= CSie [µ]B . Assume µ is minimal. Let t ≤
ie and λ be the uniqe integers satisfying:
|CSt−1 |B < λ · `c + 1 ≤ µ ≤ (λ + 1) · `c ≤ |CSt |B .
We must have jd = t and therefore CSjd  Fv . Set δ = F[λ · `c + 1 : (λ + 1) · `c ].
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In both cases, δ is an input to the decryption function of the underlying nonce-based
encryption scheme Dec. Furthermore, all plaintext, decrypted from in-sync ciphertext, is
removed from the output buffer m, and the output from the call Deck (δ, nonce) is recorded
in m (since m =
6 ε). Note that we know the exact position at which the output from
Deck (δ, nonce) appears in m. Denote this position by mδ . Using δ we define the following
event:
bad: Dec does not return ⊥ on input δ.
In all the following proofs, we will make heavy use of the event bad. A subtlety in the
theorems below is that their proofs are only valid under the following restrictions on the
adversary:
R1 The adversary must make strictly less than 2a encryption queries and each query must
consist of strictly less than N · 2b bytes.
R2 The adversary must restrict its decryption queries such that the total number of
messages decrypted is strictly less than 2a and each message must consist of strictly
less than N · 2b bytes.
The values a and b refer to the parameters in IM controlling the bit-lengths of the
message counter and chunk counter, respectively. Restrictions R1 and R2 are necessary to
ensure that the nonce used internally in IM does not repeat. The first theorem shows that
IM is `c -DOS-sfCFA secure.
Theorem 1 (IM is `c -DOS-sfCFA secure). Let IM be instantiated with the nonce-based
enryption scheme nSE = (K, Enc, Dec). For any adversary Ados , respecting restrictions R1
and R2, against IM, there exists an nAE adversary Anae against nSE such that:
c -dos-sfcfa
Adv`SE
(Ados ) ≤ AdvnAE
nSE (Anae ),

(1)

where Anae uses resources similar to Ados .
Proof. It is always possible for an adversary to win the n-DOS-sfCFA game for n < `c ,
because the IM construction processes fragments in segments of `c bytes; an adversary
could bring the decryption oracle out-of-sync and then query with a fragment of size `c − 1.
When n ≥ `c , we will use the event bad to upper bound the probability of the adversary
winning. If Ados succeeds then event bad must have occurred, otherwise IM would only
output ⊥ and the adversary would never win. Therefore:
Advn-dos-sfcfa
(A) ≤ Pr[bad] .
SE

(2)

We next show that the probability of the event bad is bounded by the probability of
winning the nAE game. Let (O1 , O2 ) be oracles such that (O1 , O2 ) ∈ {(ENC, DEC), ($, ⊥)}
and let the adversary Anae have access to both O1 and O2 . Define Anae as follows:
Anae : Run (nAE) INI and thereafter run Ados , answering its queries to ENC and DEC-DOS
as specified below. While answering queries, Anae maintains the lists: M, M0 , C and F.
When the flag sync is set to false, Anae can detect if bad occurs and if this happens,
Anae outputs 1, otherwise outputs 0.
ENC(·): On input m, simulate ENC and replace the call to Enc with the oracle O1 .
DEC-DOS(·): On input f , simulate DEC-DOS and replace the call to Dec with the oracle
O2 .
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The simulation of ENC and DEC-DOS is perfect up to the point in time where the sync
flag is set to false. If the event bad occurs, we can check the position mδ . If the position
contains ⊥ (or nothing) then we know that (O1 , O2 ) = ($, ⊥). But if the position does not
contain ⊥ then we know that (O1 , O2 ) = (ENC, DEC). By the output from Anae we have:
Pr[bad] ≤ AdvnAE
nSE (Anae ).

(3)

Combining (2) and (3) yields (1). It can be checked that Anae uses the same resources as
Ados .
We proceed to show that IM also provides active boundary hiding.
Theorem 2 (IM is BH-sfCFA secure). Let IM be instantiated with the nonce-based enryption
scheme nSE = (K, Enc, Dec). For any adversary Abh , respecting restrictions R1 and R2,
against IM, there exists an nAE adversary Anae against nSE such that:
bh-sfcfa
AdvSE
(Abh ) ≤ 2 · AdvnAE
nSE (Anae ),

(4)

where Anae uses resources similar to Abh .
Proof. We prove the theorem through a sequences of games. For each game Gs, let WINs
represent the event that the adversary computes the bit b correctly in that game.
G0 This is the BH-sfCFA game instantiated with nSE.
G1 In this game, we modify the decryption oracle. When the flag sync is set to false the
output buffer m is set to a sequence of ⊥ symbols. The number of ⊥ symbols in the
sequence is the number of chunks contained in m after the remainder between M0
and (possibly a substring of) M has been taken. In this computation, if the symbol
⊥ appears in m it counts as a chunk. In addition, some chunks might not consist
of N bytes, since padding could have been removed but such occurrences can be
detected by looking for the end-of-message symbol ¶. In all subsequent decryption
oracle queries, the output buffer m is also replaced by a sequence of ⊥ symbols. The
number of ⊥ symbols is the number of segments, of length `c bytes, processed by Dec.
This number can be computed by looking at the difference between the first member
in the state variable output from Dec, and the decryption oracle query f. The games
G0 and G1 are identical up to the point in time where the sync flag is set to false. In
the case of IM the games will remain identical if bad does not occur. Using the same
arguments as in the proof of Theorem 1, we can construct an adversary A1nae such
that:
Pr[G0 : WIN0 ] − Pr[G1 : WIN1 ] ≤ Pr[bad] ≤ AdvnAE
nSE (A1nae ).

(5)

G2 In this game, we modify the decryption oracle to use the lists M, C, and F to simulate
when the sync flag should be set to false and how long the sequence of ⊥ symbols
should be. This modification does not alter the output of the decryption oracle and
thefore does not change the output distribution. Therefore:
Pr[G1 : WIN1 ] = Pr[G2 : WIN2 ] .

(6)

G3 In this game, we replace calls to Enc with calls to $ and replace calls to Dec with calls to
⊥. Let A2nae be an adversary having acces to oracles (O1 , O2 ) ∈ {(ENC, DEC), ($, ⊥)}.
Define A2nae as follows: A2nae runs (nAE) INI and thereafter runs Abh using oracles
(O1 , O2 ) to simulate the encryption and decryption oracles. If Abh wins, A2nae
outputs 1, otherwise outputs 0. Now, if (O1 , O2 ) = (ENC, DEC), A2nae perfectly
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simulates game G2 and if WIN2 occurs, A2nae outputs 1. If (O1 , O2 ) = ($, ⊥), A2nae
perfectly simulates game G3 and if WIN3 occurs, A2nae outputs 1. Therefore:
h
i
Pr[G2 : WIN2 ] − Pr[G3 : WIN3 ] = Pr INI : A2ENC(·,·),DEC(·,·)
=1
nae
h
i
− Pr INI : A2$(·,·),⊥(·,·)
=
1
nae
≤ AdvnAE
nSE (A2nae ).

(7)

Consider the game G3. On decryption queries, the adversary can only obtain strings
containing the symbol ⊥. On encryption queries, the adversary only obtains byte
strings consisting of concatenations of uniformly random strings output by the
oracle $. The adversary therefore does not learn anything from the combination of
decryption and encryption queries. Hence:
Pr[G3 : WIN3 ] =

1
.
2

(8)

Set Anae to be either A1nae or A2nae such that AdvnAE
nSE (Anae ) is maximised. Combining (5),
(6), (7) and (8) yields (4). It can be checked that Anae uses resources similar to Abh .
Theorem 5.3 of [BDPS12] showed that BH-sfCFA security implies IND-sfCFA security and was used to prove that oIM is IND-sfCFA secure. However, since we have followed [ADHP16] in correcting the security models, this result needs to be re-established.
Luckily, as we show below, we can recover the result of [BDPS12, Theorem 5.3] for our
modified security models. As a consequence, IM is IND-sfCFA secure (under restrictions
R1 and R2).
Theorem 3 (BH-sfCFA implies IND-sfCFA). Let nSE = (K, Enc, Dec) be a length-regular
nonce-based encryption scheme. For any IND-sfCFA adversary Acfa , there exists a BH-sfCFA
adversary Abh such that:
Advind-sfcfa
(Acfa ) ≤ Advbh-sfcfa
(Abh ),
SE
SE

(9)

where Abh uses resources similar to Acfa .
Proof. The proof is straightforward. For any adversary Acfa , we construct Abh as follows:
Abh : Run Acfa . Forward any encryption queries from Acfa to the encryption oracle of
Abh after checking that the lengths of the two plaintexts are the same. Since nSE
is length-regular, the outputs from LR and LR-BH are consistent. Likewise, Abh
forwards any decryption queries from Acfa to its own decryption oracle. Abh forwards
the output returned on its queries to Acfa . The guess b0 by Acfa is also the guess by
Abh .
The simulation of LR and DEC by Abh is perfect. Hence:
bh-sfcfa
Advind-sfcfa
(Acfa ) = AdvSE
(Abh ),
SE

which implies (9). It can be checked that Abh uses the same resources as Acfa .
Finally, we prove that IM is IND-sfCTF secure. Because this definition first appeared
in [ADHP16] the original InterMAC scheme oIM was not proved IND-sfCTF secure in
[BDPS12]. However, only minor modifications in the proof below are required to also
prove that oIM is IND-sfCTF secure.
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Theorem 4 (IM is IND-sfCTF secure). Let IM be instantiated with the nonce-based enryption scheme nSE = (K, Enc, Dec). For any adversary Actf , respecting restrictions R1 and
R2, against IM, there exists an nAE adversary Anae against nSE such that:
Advind-ctf
(Actf ) ≤ AdvnAE
SE
nSE (Anae ),

(10)

where Anae uses resources similar to Actf .
Proof. We prove the theorem through a sequence of games.
G0 This is the IND-sfCTF game instantiated with nSE.
G1 In this game, we make modifications identical to the changes made in the game G1 in
the proof of Theorem 2. Using an identical argument, we can construct an adversary
Anae such that:
Pr[G0 : FORGE] − Pr[G1 : FORGE] ≤ Pr[bad] ≤ AdvnAE
nSE (Anae ).

(11)

Observe that the decryption oracle in game G1 will never output anything from the
set {0, 1, ¶}∗ . Hence, the event FORGE will never occur in game G1. Therefore:
Pr[G1 : FORGE] = 0.

(12)

Combining (11) and (12) yields (10). It can be checked that Anae uses the same
resources as Actf .

This concludes our security analysis of IM.

4

libInterMAC

This section describes libInterMAC, a reference C-implementation of the IM scheme presented in Section 3.2. We also touch on some of the challenges involved in bringing
InterMAC into practice. Especially, we discuss side-channels and possible mitigations, cf.
Section 4.6.2. libInterMAC is available at [AHP18a].

4.1

Design Principles

The design of libInterMAC is guided by the following two design principles: ease of use and
extensibility. Furthermore, much effort has been made to carry over proven theoretical
security properties of IM to the implementation. The active boundary hiding proved
especially difficult and is discussed in detail in Section 4.6.2.
4.1.1

Ease of Use

Cryptographic software often suffers from poor usability and large APIs. Coupled with
the many pitfalls involved when implementing and using cryptography, poor usability can
have devastating consequences [BLS12, ABF+ 17]. Consider, for example, software that
implements the nonce-based AE scheme AES-GCM and allows the user to specify the
nonce for each invocation of the encryption function. If the user at any point reuses a
nonce, under the same encryption key, part of the key is leaked [Jou06, BZD+ 16].
We have attempted to minimise the libInterMAC API as well as making it intuitive to
use. The API consists of only three functions, im_init(), im_encrypt() and im_decrypt(), and
it is easy to distinguish the functionality of each function simply by its name.
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Extensibility

libInterMAC defines an interface to represent the nonce-based AE scheme required in the
IM construction and utilise the interface internally. Any nonce-based AE scheme with
the same interface can, therefore, be used allowing users to extend libInterMAC with
other nonce-based AE scheme implementations. In other words, libInterMAC supports
cryptographic algorithm agility, with respect to the internal nonce-based AE scheme, and
aims to adhere to [Hou15] where possible. Cryptographic algorithm agility is vital to
facilitate a quick transition away from schemes that have become insecure or that have
been made otherwise obsolete.

4.2

State Management

The libInterMAC state consists of various elements including the current message and
chunk counters, the user-chosen key, the chunk length and the internal nonce-based AE
scheme. There is no direct method (i.e. through a public API or de-referencing state
fields) by which a user can modify the state. Only when initialising libInterMAC, through
the public initialisation function im_init(), do user-supplied parameters affect the state.
However, these parameters are only used to initialise the state and are all sanitised. Making
state management opaque enhances protection against unintentional user-triggered state
corruption, reuse of counters, etc. Naturally, although the internal AE schemes used in
libInterMAC consume nonces, there is no interface by which the user can modify those
nonces.

4.3

Internal Nonce Construction

libInterMAC generates and updates the nonce used in the internal AE scheme according
to the following procedure: nonces are generated as described in the definition of IM in
Figure 9 with a = 64 and b = 32. That is, the first part of the nonce is the 64 LSBs of the
message counter msg_ctr, and the last part of the nonce is the 32 LSBs of the chunk counter
chunk_ctr, producing a 96-bit nonce. Recall that for each processed message the message
counter is incremented and for each processed chunk the chunk counter is incremented.
The nonce-based AE scheme encryption and decryption functions are applied to each
chunk. Therefore, the nonce will not repeat before 264 messages have been processed or
divide into more than 232 chunks. Consequently, for a fixed key, libInterMAC can encrypt
a maximum of 264 messages of up to a maximum of N · 232 bytes before nonce repetition.
Note, however, that the key usage limit also depends on the chosen internal nonce-based
AE scheme which may impose further restrictions. Section 4.4 discuss specific restrictions
for each supported nonce-based AE scheme.

4.4

Supported Nonce-based AE Schemes

We have implemented support for two different nonce-based AE schemes: AES-GCM and
ChaCha20-Poly1305. Below we describe how each scheme is implemented, and how they
consume the nonce generated in libInterMAC.
4.4.1

ChaCha20-Poly1305

ChaCha20 is the stream cipher defined in [Ber08] and Poly1305 is the one-time MAC defined
in [NL15]. To describe the ChaCha20-Poly1305 implementation in libInterMAC we define the
following interfaces for ChaCha20 and Poly1305: ChaCha20 takes a 32-byte key k, a variablelength plaintext m, a 12-byte nonce nonce and a 4-byte initial block counter block_ctr and
outputs an encryption c of m. We write c ← ChaCha20(k, m, nonce, block_ctr). Reversing
the roles of m and c yields the corresponding decryption process. Poly1305 takes a
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alg. ChaCha20-Poly1305-enc(k, nonce, m)
1

:

block_ctr ← 0
32

alg. ChaCha20-Poly1305-dec(k, nonce, c, τin )
1

:

block_ctr ← 0

2

:

kpoly ← ChaCha20(k, 0x00 , nonce, block_ctr)

2

:

kpoly ← ChaCha20(k, 0x0032 , nonce, block_ctr)

3

:

block_ctr ← 1

3

:

τ ← Poly1305(kpoly , c)

4

:

τ ← Poly1305(kpoly , c)

4

:

if τ 6= τin : return ⊥

5

:

c ← ChaCha20(k, m, nonce, block_ctr)

5

:

block_ctr ← 1

6

:

τ ← Poly1305(kpoly , c)

6

:

m ← ChaCha20(k, c, nonce, block_ctr)

7

:

return c k τ

7

:

return m

Figure 11: The nonce-based AE scheme ChaCha20-Poly1305.

32-byte key k and a variable-length string str and outputs a 16-byte tag τ . We write
τ ← Poly1305(k, str).
The nonce-based AE scheme ChaCha20-Poly1305 implemented in libInterMAC closely
follows the AEAD composition of ChaCha20 and Poly1305 defined in RFC 7539 [NL15]
and is depicted in Fig. 11. For convenience, the pseudo-code presents the encryption
and decryption operations separately. ChaCha20-Poly1305 deviates slightly from what is
described in RFC 7539. First, we dispense with the AD (additional data), for the simple
reason that it is not needed. If the message counter and chunk counter were not used to
generate the nonce, they could have been added as additional data. Second, we exclude
the padding and length fields in the input to the Poly1305 algorithm. In general, these
fields are important to the security of the construction. For example, without the length
fields an adversary can divide up the received aad k c k τ in a different way than the
sender (e.g. it can make the last part of the additional data aad be the first part of the
ciphertext c) allowing trivial forgery attacks. However, these fields can be left out under
certain conditions. One such instance is when additional data is not present and when the
plaintext/ciphertext is processed in fixed lengths. Both of these conditions hold true in IM.
In Figure 11, the string 0x0032 consists of 32 0x00-bytes. When used as input in
the ChaCha20 stream cipher the resulting output is the first 32 bytes of the ChaCha20
block function. Note that we must increment the block counter block_ctr between the two
invocations of ChaCha20.
4.4.2

AES-GCM

The AES-GCM AE scheme is specified in [MV04]. In libInterMAC, the AES-GCM AE
scheme AES-GCM is implemented using the Libcrypto EVP API with 128-bit AES.
Libcrypto is part of the OpenSSL Toolkit [Com18] and the EVP functions provide a
high-level interface to cryptographic functions in Libcrypto. We opted to implement
AES-GCM using Libcrypto’s EVP API because it is widely supported and it automatically
applies hardware acceleration when available. This in turn dramatically increases the
performance of AES-GCM.
4.4.3

Why ChaCha20-Poly1305 and AES-GCM?

The decision to support ChaCha20-Poly1305 and AES-GCM as nonce-based AE schemes is
based on the individual strength of each scheme and the diversity they provide.
The encryption parts of AES-GCM and ChaCha20-Poly1305 are based on two different
design ideas. If one design is found to be weak, then the user can switch to the other
scheme. Because of design diversity it is unlikely that the other scheme would possess the
same weakness. Furthermore, ChaCha20-Poly1305 is designed to be fast on general purpose
CPUs without dedicated cryptography instructions, e.g. mobile phones. AES-GCM can
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Figure 12: The middle column contains derived chunk length restrictions for the internal nonce-based AE
schemes implemented in libInterMAC. The right-most column shows the limit on the size of the chunk
length implemented in libInterMAC. All lengths are counted in bytes.
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Figure 13: Restrictions on the number of encrypted chunks as a function of the attack success probability
and chunk length for AES-GCM. The right-most column shows the general formula for computing the
restrictions on the number of encryption chunks for different attack success probabilities. The bottom
row shows the limits on the number of encrypted chunks for different chunk lengths as implemented in
libInterMAC.

make use of dedicated CPU instructions (aes-ni and pclmulqdq) that drastically increases
its performance.
A positive feature of AES-GCM and ChaCha20-Poly1305 is that they do not have any
ciphertext expansion (beyond the MAC tag) in the case where the nonce does not need to
be sent on the wire. This makes them attractive to use in the IM scheme. The reason is that
IM essentially performs several (shorter) encryptions on each message. If the underlying
nonce-based AE scheme had a large ciphertext expansion, it would lead to an amplified
ciphertext expansion in the IM scheme.
A performance comparison for IM using AES-GCM and ChaCha20-Poly1305 can be found
in Section 4.7. A comparison for IM when used with AES-GCM and ChaCha20-Poly1305 to
implement SSH cipher suites can be found in Section 5.3.

4.5

libInterMAC Data Limits

When deriving data limits for libInterMAC, our starting point is the security proofs of IM.
They show that the underlying nonce-based AE scheme is the dominating factor, and,
informally, the only factor to consider when determining data limits for libInterMAC. We,
therefore, focus solely on the supported nonce-based AE scheme. Furthermore, instead
of deriving explicit data limits, we derive restrictions on a number of parameters used as
input to the nonce-based AE schemes, implicitly capturing libInterMAC data limits. We
first provide a brief overview of which restrictions libInterMAC implements.
Figure 12 contains a summary of chunk length restrictions for each supported noncebased AE scheme. libInterMAC adopts the conservative choice of restricting the chunk
length to (strictly less than) 232 for both nonce-based AE schemes. This size seems sufficient
and can be natively supported on many platforms. Figure 13 (top) contains a summary of
the restrictions on the number of encrypted chunks as a function of the chunk length when
AES-GCM is used as the nonce-based AE scheme. In this case, libInterMAC assumes a
maximum attack probability of approximately 2−50 . Since the attack probability increases
with the number of encryption function invocations, a limit on the allowed number of
encrypted chunks when using AES-GCM, is also enforced, see Figure 13 (bottom). There
are no restrictions on the number of encrypted chunks for ChaCha20-Poly1305.
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ChaCha20-Poly1305 Data Limit Analysis

ChaCha20 must not be used to encrypt more than 238 bytes under the same key-nonce pair
(k, nonce) because the block counter in the ChaCha20 block function is 4 bytes long and
ChaCha20 encrypts in 64-byte blocks. Since the nonce is incremented for each processed
chunk, the limit will only be reached if the chunk length is extremely large: N + 1 ≥ 238 .
The success probability of a forgery when using Poly1305 increases as the plaintext
size grows. Using the language of IM, this implies that the success probability of a
forgery increases as the chunk length grows. If we choose the chunk length as N = 2k ,
forged messages are rejected with a probability close to 1 − v · (2k + 1)/(2106 ) even after
authenticating 264 legitimate chunks and v forgery attempt [Ber05].
[Pro14] shows that that security degradation derived for ChaCha20 and Poly1305 extends
to the ChaCha20-Poly1305 construction. Because of the ChaCha20 estimate, we require in
libInterMAC that N + 1 ≤ 238 when ChaCha20-Poly1305 is chosen as the internal noncebased AE scheme. The Poly1305 estimate does not impose any restrictions because the
key-nonce input to ChaCha20-Poly1305 in libInterMAC changes for each new message, and
each message can consist of at most 232 chunks because of the nonce construction.
4.5.2

AES-GCM Data Limit Analysis

Deriving encryption limits for AES-GCM is somewhat involved. Below we give an account
of the relevant limits for AES-GCM as used in libInterMAC. AES-GCM can encrypt at most
232 − 2 blocks of 24 bytes per AES-GCM key-nonce pair. This limitation originates from
the design of the AES-GCM encryption mode; the internal block counter is 32-bits wide
but is initialised to 1 and, in addition, one block is used in conjunction with the output
from GHASH to produce the MAC tag. As an effect, the chunk length must be strictly
smaller than 236 − 25 bytes. Similar to ChaCha20-Poly1305, the authentication security of
AES-GCM degrades as the chunk length increases. Specifically, if the chunk length N is
2k blocks long (where one AES-GCM block is 16 bytes wide), then a forgery attempt is
rejected with probability 1 − 2128−k [Fer05].
From [LP17], we can extract further security degradation estimates for AES-GCM.
Firstly, we obtain an upper bound on the number of encryption invocations of 2(137−u)/2−k
per key, when the block size is 128 bits, the attack success probability for a chosen
plaintext distinguishing attacker is 2−u , and the chunk length is N = 2k . Figure 13
gives an overview of upper bounds for various choices of attack success probability and
chunk length. Secondly, we can extract a forgery bound of 2v · (2k−4 + 2)/2128 , where v is
the number of authentication attempts and the chunk length is N = 2k . If the number
of verification attempts is less than 260 , then forged messages are still rejected with a
probability close to 1 − 2−49 .
When AES-GCM is chosen as the internal nonce-based AE scheme in libInterMAC,
we impose the chunk length restriction and the number of encrypted chunks restriction
presented in Figure 12 and Figure 13, respectively.

4.6

Side-Channels

In this section, we discuss side-channel attack vectors for IM and libInterMAC, with a
particular focus on the extent to which the passive and active boundary hiding notions
(which IM is proven to achieve) can be undermined by timing side-channels.
Removing such side-channels in our implementation libInterMAC turns out to be a
considerable challenge. The primary complicating factor is our desire to achieve active
boundary hiding when also considering side-channel attacks. This goes further than
what the formal boundary hiding notion promises, because the formal model does not
consider side-channels, but only information that becomes visible to the adversary via
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output from its encryption and decryption oracles (yet, recall that even this information is
sufficient to break boundary hiding for currently deployed schemes in OpenSSH). When
also considering side-channels as a possible attack vector, it becomes paramount that
the execution time of the decryption function is independent of ciphertext boundaries;
otherwise such information could make it possible for an adversary to infer them.
We present the methods that libInterMAC uses to limit the scope for mounting such
side-channel attacks. However, we acknowledge that these methods are not a complete
solution. In particular, we do not achieve a full constant-time implementation. In general,
such an implementation would anyway require a close co-operation between libInterMAC
and any application-layer protocol implementation making use of libInterMAC. This is
similar to the situation that exists for the TLS 1.3 Record Protocol, as pointed out
in [Res18, Appendix E.3].
4.6.1

Constant-time Padding Removal

Recall that IM uses alternating byte padding in the last chunk of a message to bring it up
to the required chunk size. This padding is easy to remove during decryption, simply by
inspecting the bytes from right to left and removing them one-by-one until a new byte
value is encountered. (There is also a special case in IM because of our use of a distinct
value for the chunk delimiter byte when no padding was needed.) However, this is not a
constant-time approach, and a timing attack could glean information about the lengths of
messages by observing the execution time of padding removal or of the complete decryption
operation. As noted above, the TLS 1.3 specification accepts the presence of a similar
leakage in its record fragment padding removal mechanism, choosing not to defend against
it [Res18, Appendix E.3], instead stating that: in general, it is not known how to remove
all of these channels because even a constant-time padding removal function will likely feed
the content into data-dependent functions.
Yet to ignore this side-channel when we have targeted boundary hiding security notions
seems misguided, even if an attack based on this side-channel would not violate the formal
security definitions. For this reason, our padding removal code in Figure 10 removes
padding (and the chunk delimiter byte) in a constant-time manner. This approach is
applied to every chunk, whether it is the final chunk in a message or not, in an effort to
hide this information. However, as is evident from the pseudo-code for IM in Figure 9,
our overall decryption processing is not constant-time. The main issue is the branch
on the chunk delimiter byte when deciding whether to perform message finalisation at
line 17. Moreover, with our pseudo-code for IM as written in Figure 9, a series of ciphertext
fragments containing many ciphertexts would take longer to process than a series of
ciphertext fragments of the same total length but containing only one ciphertext. This
is because there would be a greater number of message finalisation steps (lines 18-20 in
Figure 9) in the latter case. Of course, one could try to go further to ensure that the
finalisation step is also done in constant time on a per-chunk basis, making it independent
of the number of messages. We did not pursue this enhancement in libInterMAC, instead
stopping at the implementation of constant-time padding removal. The cost of adopting
constant-time padding removal is discussed and contrasted against the performance of
libInterMAC without constant-time padding removal in Section 4.7.
We have focused on padding removal in part because it is straightforward to make
addition of padding during encryption constant time. More importantly, though, we believe
that constant-timeness is less critical for encryption than for decryption because a network
attacker would not necessarily have a means of measuring encryption times, whereas a
network attacker can measure decryption times via timing of error messages, say. Of
course, this situation would change when considering a local attacker (with the ability to
perform cache timing attacks, for example). In summary, our focus was on addressing
the most obvious questions about the potential for constant-time implementations of
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IM and we acknowledge that our implementation does not achieve constant-timeness
throughout. Indeed, eliminating all side-channel leakage that might permit undermining
of the boundary-hiding security goal in practice is a challenging future topic of research.
4.6.2

Memory Allocation for InterMAC Decryption

Another situation where a timing-channel could arise in libInterMAC is in the implementation of the decryption buffer that stores the decrypted ciphertext. Recall that when
decrypting there is a priori no information revealing how long a ciphertext is. This
information is first learned when decrypting the last ciphertext chunk in a ciphertext and
inspecting the chunk delimiter byte. The decryption function must, therefore, use a buffer
that is large enough to store all the decrypted ciphertext chunks until the entire ciphertext
has arrived without knowing the final length of the ciphertext. Below are various strategies
for implementing such a buffer in C:
1. Start from an initial decryption buffer of some size s and expand the buffer if
necessary using an exponential smoothing approach. That is, if the buffer runs out
of memory, re-allocate the buffer (e.g. using the C-function realloc()) to a total size
of 2 · s. If the buffer runs out a memory again, expand the buffer again to a total size
of 22 · s, i.e. every time the buffers runs out of memory, double the current available
memory.
2. Same as (1) but only expand the buffer for a single decrypted chunk at a time. That
is, initially s = |decrypted chunk| and if the buffer runs out of memory expand to a
total size of s + |decrypted chunk|.
3. Implement a buffer as a linked list of small buffers. Each buffer will have the size of
|decrypted chunk| that are linked as in a linked list.
4. Use a fixed-sized decryption buffer.
Strategy (1) is likely to be the most efficient strategy, balancing the memory requirement
with the processing time needed to expand the buffer. However, the time it takes to expand
the available memory is dependent on the amount of memory copied and the increase in
memory size (at least when assuming use of realloc()). This gives a potential for timing
leakage, since the decryption time would depend on the ciphertext boundaries.
Strategy (2) is similar to (1) and suffers from the same timing issue. In addition, (2)
requires a large number of memory expansions for large ciphertexts, which could impact
performance negatively.
Strategy (3) does not directly leak timing information through memory expansions
because the expansions are always of the same size and occurs in the same pattern for all
ciphertext sizes. However, many applications do not natively support such data structures
and is it likely that the decrypted ciphertext must be copied to a different data structure
to be further processed in the application anyway. This both decreases performance and
can potentially leak timing information. The large number of memory expansions needed
can also negatively affect performance as in the case of (2).
Strategy (4) does not have the problems arising in (1), (2) and (3). On the other
hand, (1), (2) and (3) all essentially support arbitrary length ciphertexts while (4) does
not. Moreover, using a fixed-size buffer imposes restrictions on the use of libInterMAC that
might prevent applications from making use of the library.
libInterMAC implements strategy 4, mainly because it is the simplest. In addition,
many applications, such as SSH, have a soft packet size limit that restricts ciphertext sizes,
making the flexibility offered by the other strategies less important. libInterMAC can be
custom-built to set the size of the decryption buffer to the desired size and align with any
further restrictions.
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Active Boundary Hiding in Practice

In some types of application, it is not possible to achieve the active boundary hiding notion
BH-sfCFA in practice. For example, consider a service that queries a remote database with
SQL commands. The remote database will execute the query and immediately transmit
the result back to the client. In such an application, active boundary hiding is beneficial,
hiding the lengths of the commands and making traffic analysis harder. But even using
IM, an attacker would be able to tell apart ciphertext boundaries by submitting data to
the remote database byte-by-byte and observing when the database responds. In the rest
of this section, we will refer to such applications as being reactive.
In general, to attack such a reactive application, an adversary can abuse ciphertext
fragmentation: submit ciphertext fragments byte-by-byte until a reaction is observed. By
keeping track of how many bytes have been submitted, the adversary can infer the length
of the ciphertext to which there has been a reaction. This simple, yet fully practical, attack
makes it possible for an adversary to delineate ciphertext boundaries, apparently breaking
BH-sfCFA security of the IM scheme.
The above discussion highlights a discrepancy between theory and practice concerning
the boundary hiding security notions defined in Section 2.4. In theory, there would not
be any observable reaction to the legitimate ciphertexts used in the attack, because the
decryption oracle suppresses all in-sync decryption output. Thus IM is BH-sfCFA secure. In
reality, however, the adversary can obtain useful information about ciphertext boundaries
by simply observing the network and taking advantage of ciphertext fragmentation. This
disjunction between theory and practice is isolated to the definition of active boundary
hiding, and we believe it does not affect the usefulness of suppressing output to define
other security properties such as confidentiality.

4.7

Performance Evaluation

The performance of libInterMAC primarily depends on the choice of the internal noncebased AE scheme and the choice of the chunk length; a faster scheme will also result in
better performance for libInterMAC.
The chunk length plays a more subtle role in the performance of libInterMAC. Recall
from Section 3 that if the chunk length is N , the message is split into chunks of size N
and a single byte is appended to each chunk before the encryption step using the internal
nonce-based AE scheme. The number of AES/ChaCha20 operations needed to encrypt
an L-byte message for a chunk length N is then equal to dL/N e · d(N + 1)/Be, where
B = 16 for AES and B = 64 for ChaCha20. To minimise the number of operations, it
would seem beneficial to set N = B − 1 mod B, so that the term d(N + 1)/Be does not
involve rounding up; on the other hand, this would imply a smaller N , increasing the size
of the term dL/N e. It is therefore not immediately obvious what the best choice of N is,
given B and a specific message length L.
To illustrate the behaviour of the above formula, we assume that AES-GCM is used
as the internal nonce-based AE scheme. We focus on comparing the behaviour for two
sets of chunk lengths: one set that aligns on the block size boundary and one set that
aligns on the block size boundary after the addition of the chunk delimiter. First we plot
the number of AES operations needed as a function of the chunk length, where the chunk
length is a power of two or a power of two minus 1, see Figure 14. We also plot the number
of AES operations needed as a function of the message length for chunk lengths 28 − 1, 28 ,
29 − 1, 29 , 210 − 1, 210 , 211 − 1 and 211 , see Figure 15.
Choosing the chunk length to be N = 0 mod 16 (red bars in charts) implies that
an extra AES computation must be performed for each chunk because the extra byte
appended to the chunk pushes the input to the encryption step past the 16-byte block size
boundary. When choosing the chunk length to be N = 15 mod 16 (blue bars in charts)
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Figure 14: Number of AES operations needed to IM-encrypt a message as a function of the chunk length,
with the choice of AES-GCM as internal nonce-based AE scheme. Plots are given for 4 different message
lengths: 1KB, 10KB, 100KB and 1MB.

the input to the encryption step aligns with the 16-byte block size, but there will be more
chunks to process for long messages. The effect on the number of AES computations is
particularly visible when the chunk length is much smaller than the message length, see
charts for message lengths 10KB, 100KB and 1MB in Figure 14. As the chunk length
grows and the ratio between the message length and the chunk length becomes smaller,
the cost between choosing N = 0 mod 16 and N = 15 mod 16 evens out and, eventually,
shifts in favour of the former.
Figure 15 indicates that choosing the chunk length N = 0 mod 16 is better when
the chunk length is close to the message length and that the cross-over (the point at
which N = 15 mod 16 becomes the better choice) happens when the message length is
significantly larger than the chunk length. These observations agree with the observations
from Figure 14.
From a security perspective choosing the chunk length close to the message length
decreases DoS resistance. By taking a small performance hit, in terms of the number of
AES operations, it is possible to significantly lower the chunk length and thereby increasing
the DoS resistance. However, there are other costs associated with decreasing the chunk
length. We will further investigate these costs below and in Section 5.3.
To evaluate the practical performance of libInterMAC, we measured the number of clock
cycles used to initialise (im_initialise()), encrypt (im_encrypt()) and decrypt (im_decrypt()).
Figure 1 shows the number of clock cycles per byte when encrypting files of size 1KB,
8KB, 15KB, and 50KB with libInterMAC, when either AES-GCM or ChaCha20-Poly1305 is
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Figure 15: Number of AES operations needed to IM-encrypt a message as a function of the message length,
with the choice of AES-GCM as internal nonce-based AE scheme. Plots are given for 8 different chunk
lengths: 28 − 1, 28 , 29 − 1, 29 , 210 − 1, 210 , 211 − 1 and 211 .

used as the internal nonce-based AE scheme. Figure 2 shows the corresponding figures for
decryption. These measurements were performed on a dedicated Amazon Web Services
(AWS) EC2 m4.large instance which runs Linux 4.14 with an Intel Xeon E5-2676 2.4 Ghz CPU
containing the AES-NI instruction set and the CLMUL instruction set. The number of clock
cycles for initialise remains constant at approximately 366k clock cycles over both internal
nonce-based AE schemes and all chunk lengths, and is therefore not depicted.
We can make a number of observations from these measurements. Firstly, the number
of clocks per byte is between 5 and 50 times higher when the internal nonce-based AE
scheme is ChaCha20-Poly1305 compared to AES-GCM. The main reason is the availability
of AES-GCM-specific CPU instructions on the machine used for benchmarking. Secondly,
the closer the chunk length is to the actual message size, the more efficient IM is. This
is because the message is split into fewer chunks, so that processing the message avoids
multiple executions of glue code. Thirdly, there is a noticeable difference between the
performance of encryption and decryption for both choices of the internal nonce-based AE
scheme. The discrepancy arises because of the constant-time padding removal code used
in decryption, which is forced to touch every byte of every chunk. The relative discrepancy
when using ChaCha20-Poly1305 is less significant only because ChaCha20-Poly1305 is much
slower than AES-GCM on the platform where the measurements were performed. The
performance cost of using constant-time padding removal in libInterMAC is illustrated in
Figure 16, which compares this option with decryption using simple non-constant-time
padding removal code.
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Figure 16: Comparing the cost of decryption using constant-time and non-constant-time padding removal
in libInterMAC, with AES-GCM and ChaCha20-Poly1305 as internal nonce-based AE schemes. The constanttime option involves a significant performance penalty, especially for AES-GCM.

5

Case Study: IM-based Schemes in OpenSSH

In this section, we extend the widely-deployed SSH implementation OpenSSH with
InterMAC-based schemes. In the following, we will denote this extension of OpenSSH as
IMOpenSSH. The IM-based schemes are obtained using libInterMAC. Using IMOpenSSH is
as easy as using existing OpenSSH schemes and requires no special knowledge about IM
apart from making a choice of the chunk length and the internal nonce-based AE scheme.
IMOpenSSH is available at [AHP18b].
We then report performance measurements on IMOpenSSH for the specific use-case of
securely transferring data files between two machines using SCP (commonly an abbreviation
of Secure Copy Protocol), a data transfer protocol which builds on SSH.

5.1

SSH Encryption Scope

Data in SSH is sent in SSH packets defined in the Binary Packet Protocol (BPP) described
in RFC 4253 [YL06]. SSH Packets are constructed in a two-step process: data encoding
and cryptographic processing.
The encoding is performed as follows. Firstly, if compression is enabled then the
payload (and only the payload) is compressed; secondly, a length field and a padding length
field are prepended to the payload and padding appended (consisting of random bytes).
The length field has 4 bytes and encodes the combined length in bytes of the padding
length field, payload and padding. The padding length field has 1 byte and encodes the
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length in bytes of the padding. The standard mandates that an implementation must be
able to support an uncompressed payload of at least 32,768 bytes and support a total
packet length (including packet length field, padding length field, uncompressed payload,
padding and MAC) of at least 35,000 bytes. Padding must be between 4 and 255 bytes
long and must align the packet length to a multiple of the block size of the underlying
block cipher or 8, whichever is larger; stream ciphers are instantiated with a block size of
8. A 4-byte sequence number is initially set to 0 when a connection is established and is
incremented by 1 for each packet sent. The sequence number is not sent over the wire, but
maintained separately and included in cryptographic computations on packets.
SSH provides confidentiality and integrity through symmetric encryption and message
authentication codes. RFC 4253 mandates that when encryption is applied, the length
field, padding length field, payload and padding must be encrypted. In addition, RFC
4253 specifies that the MAC tag must be computed over the concatenation of the sequence
number and the plaintext packet, enforcing an Encrypt-and-MAC paradigm.
When the AE schemes AES-GCM (a modified version of [IS09], see [FPR+ 13]) and
Generic Encrypt-then-MAC (as described in [ADHP16]) were made available as encryption
schemes in OpenSSH, the encryption scope had to be modified. The reason is that the
BPP specifies that the length field must be encrypted, but the OpenSSH AES-GCM and
Generic Encrypt-then-MAC schemes for OpenSSH also require that a MAC tag be verified
before any decryption occurs. Both conditions cannot be met simultaneously because
the length field specifies the location of the MAC tag in the incoming data stream. The
solution chosen by OpenSSH was to exclude the length field from the encryption scope. An
immediate consequence of this decision is that even a passive adversary is able to delineate
ciphertext boundaries, breaking any passive boundary hiding property. This goes against
one of the main security goals of SSH, to hide message sizes. The newest encryption
scheme in OpenSSH implements the AE scheme ChaCha20-Poly1305 [Mil15] (not to be
confused with the IM scheme using ChaCha20-Poly1305 as its internal AE scheme that is
implemented in libInterMAC). This scheme reintroduces the encryption of the length field
via a construction that uses separate encryption keys for the length field and the rest of
the data. The effort expended to encrypt the length field here highlights the importance
given to hiding message lengths by the OpenSSH developers.

5.2

Implementation Details

In this section we highlight the most important implementation choices that were made
during the integration of libInterMAC with OpenSSH.
5.2.1

Deviations from RFC 4253

Contrary to OpenSSH’s native AES-GCM, Generic Encrypt-then-MAC and ChaCha20Poly1305 schemes discussed above, it is possible to directly apply IM to the entire encryption
scope of an SSH packet. This is because the length field is not needed to locate the end of
a ciphertext. However, applying IM runs into incompatibilities with the mandatory SSH
padding. As described earlier, the maximum amount of padding allowed by the RFC is
255 bytes. But IM requires that the underlying plaintext be padded to be a multiple of the
chunk length (plus one). Enforcing the RFC requirement would restrict the chunk length
to be strictly less than 255. In addition, the SSH padding would be redundant when used
with IM, as IM already adds padding up to the chunk boundary.
We chose to deviate from the SSH BPP packet format by removing the following
fields: packet length field, padding length field and padding field. Removing these fields
reduces the scope of encryption to just the payload. This approach was chosen for several
reasons. Firstly, it reduces complexity by removing fields that serve no purpose. Secondly,
it removes the need to add two forms of padding. Thirdly, the encrypted packet length
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field has been used several times as an attack vector against the SSH protocol. Removing
this field completely nullifies previous attacks and reduces the overall attack surface of the
scheme. On the other hand, deviation from the SSH packet format might make it more
difficult to get IM adopted in practice. However, we believe the positive aspects outweigh
the negative aspects here.
Another requirement in RFC 4253 is to explicitly include the sequence number in the
computation of the authentication tag. The OpenSSH AES-GCM scheme already deviated
from this requirement: it instead implicitly includes the sequence number via the nonce (it
is, up to an additive constant, just the low 32 bits of the AES-GCM invocation counter).
IM behaves in a similar way: the IM message counter is incorporated into the nonce of the
underlying AE scheme, and is just an additive offset of the SSH sequence number as a
consequence of how these are initialised and updated in an SSH connection.
5.2.2

Identifiers for IM-based SSH schemes

Standard SSH encryption schemes are built from an encryption scheme and a MAC
algorithm that are negotiated separately during the SSH handshake protocol. The OpenSSH
scheme AES-GCM, which simultaneously provides encryption and authentication, is
negotiated as an encryption scheme and the MAC part of the SSH negotiation is simply
ignored. All encryption schemes and MAC algorithms have named identifiers defined
specifically for use in SSH. These identifiers also encode information about the key size and
other parameters. The SSH negotiation process does not support negotiating additional
metadata. This means that it is not possible to dynamically negotiate a chunk length for
IM schemes during the SSH handshake. Instead, to fully specify an IM-based scheme in
the SSH handshake context, it is necessary to define a new identifier for each different
chunk length. In addition, the identifier must encode information about which internal AE
scheme is to be used in IM. In IMOpenSSH, identifiers for IM schemes are strings resulting
from concatenating the following substrings (in the order appearing in the list):
– The string "im-"
– One string from the following set: {"aes128-gcm-","chacha-poly-"}
– One string from the following set:
{"127","128","257","256","511","512","1023","1024",
"2047","2048","4095","4096","8191","8192"}
The first string identifies the use of an IM-based scheme. The second set of strings specifies
the internal AE scheme, while the third set specifies the chunk length of the negotiated IM
scheme.
5.2.3

Choice of IM Parameters a and b

Recall, that a is the number of bits in the IM message counter and b is the number of bits in
the IM chunk counter, and these must sum to 96; libInterMAC hard-codes (a, b) = (64, 32).
However, depending on context, it might be beneficial to change these parameters. For
example, if a  b then the number of messages per-key that could be securely encrypted
would increase, which could be useful when encrypting many messages with few chunks.
Note, changing the values of a and b might change the data limits per key, derived in
Section 4.4.

5.3

Performance of IM for Secure File Transfers

SCP (Secure Copy Protocol) is a secure protocol to transfer data between two hosts. It
is based on SSH and inherits the available choice of cryptographic algorithms from SSH.
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OpenSSH implements SCP and our integration of libInterMAC into OpenSSH allows SCP
to make use of IM schemes in a seamless manner.
We used the OpenSSH implementation of SCP to carry out two sets of experiments
measuring the performance and data-usage of native OpenSSH encryption schemes and IM
schemes. Specifically, we set up a client and server on two different AWS EC2 instances.
For the first set of experiments, a 100MB file was transferred between two t2.nano AWS
EC2 instances located in two different regions (EU London and US Oregon), see Figure 3.
For the second set of experiments, a 50MB file was transferred between two m4.large AWS
EC2 instances located in two different availability zones in the EU London region, see
Figure 4. For both experiments, we plot the MB/s rate (computed by taking the ratio of
the size of the file transferred and the median wall-time) and the median of the total volume
of ciphertext. We do this for a number of IM schemes, two OpenSSH AEAD schemes and
an OpenSSH CBC-mode scheme. The measurements were performed on machines running
Linux 4.14 with an Intel Xeon E5-2676 2.4 Ghz CPU having the AES-NI instruction set and
the CLMUL instruction set.
The IM schemes suffer from substantial ciphertext expansion – we saw a 10%-30%
increase compared to the raw file size. The amount of ciphertext expansion depends on
how the chunk length aligns with the size of the data segments fed by the SCP application
to the transport layer in SSH. The size of data segments depends on the platform and
varies during file transfers, hence it is difficult to pick an optimal chunk length at the
outset.
Figure 3 shows the results of experiments done between data centres in different
regions, i.e. in a WAN setting. It indicates a relationship between the amount of ciphertext
expansion and the throughput. The impact on throughput of increased ciphertext expansion
on performance is low for IM schemes with a chunk length of 512 and 1024, while it tops
out at around 15%-20% for IM schemes with a chunk length of 8192 (as compared to
the best OpenSSH AEAD schemes). The OpenSSH AEAD schemes aes128-gcm@ and
chacah20-poly1305@, and the OpenSSH CBC-mode scheme 3des-cbc+hmac-md5 all have similar
throughput and similar ciphertext expansion. The reason that the CBC-mode scheme
achieves the same throughput as the computationally faster AEAD schemes is that, in the
WAN setting of this experiment, they are all able to consume all the available network
bandwidth and are therefore not limited by computational performance.
The results shown in Figure 4 were obtained on a network with a larger bandwidth capacity, effectively a LAN setting. This gives further insight into computational performance
differences for each scheme and the impact on throughput. Some of the IM schemes incur
significant performance hits for some chunk lengths. For example, if ChaCha20-Poly1305
is chosen as the internal AE scheme, then the best performing IM scheme suffers a 70%
performance hit when compared to OpenSSH’s native ChaCha20-Poly1305 scheme. The
performance difference between IM schemes using AES-GCM as the internal AE scheme
and OpenSSH’s native AES-GCM scheme is less pronounced, but the IM schemes still
suffer from at least a 40% decrease in performance. Furthermore, the OpenSSH AES-GCM
scheme also consumes all the available bandwidth in this experiment, and so one could
expect that the difference in performance would be even greater on a network with yet
higher bandwidth.
IM schemes with chunk lengths N ∈ {127, 257, 511, 1023, 2047, 4095, 8191} are not
displayed on the charts in Figures 3 and 4 because they perform similarly to the schemes
with chunk length 1 greater. In view of the experiments reported in for libInterMAC in
Section 4.7, one might expect a difference. The reason there is not a difference is that
the sizes of data segments fed by the SCP application to the transport layer in SSH are
badly aligned with both choices of chunk length. Indeed, if the chunk length were chosen
carefully, is it likely that an increase in performance could be obtained for the IM schemes.
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Conclusion

We have introduced, analysed, implemented, and measured the performance of the modified
InterMAC scheme IM. Our work brings IM, with its enhanced security properties, to the
point where it could be easily adopted as an encryption scheme in SSH. Along the way,
we have addressed many specific challenges that arise when transforming cryptographic
schemes and their security properties from paper into performant code. We hope that our
reference implementations libInterMAC and IMOpenSSH serve as proof that IM is viable in
practice and that IM in the future can be made a fully available encryption option in SSH,
and other applications, alongside existing options.
As immediate future work, we plan to carry out further performance testing across a
wider range of applications (including interactive terminal sessions) and network conditions.
In particular, we wish to investigate in more detail the effect of message sizes as chosen by
the application layer and its interaction with the chunk length parameter N of IM.
We have provided an extensive discussion of potential timing side-channels in our library
libInterMAC, and have attempted to remove the most egregious such side-channels via a
constant-time padding removal routine. We have evaluated the performance impact of this
code. We have also discussed how these side-channels relate to the BH-CPA and BH-sfCFA
security notions. However, more can still be done here, including writing a strictly constanttime implementation of the entire IM decryption routine and evaluating any additional
performance impact that this has. A challenging goal would be to obtain formal verification
that our IM implementation is indeed constant-time, in the spirit of [ABBD16, ABB+ 17].
It would also be of interest to more deeply explore how to integrate timing side-channels
into the existing formal security models, as well as building formal models of what we have
called reactive applications and using them to explore the limits of boundary hiding (cf.
Section 4.6.3).
Also on the theoretical side, there has been much recent interest in obtaining security
bounds for AE and AEAD schemes in the multi-user setting [BT16, LMP17, HTT18].
It would be interesting to see how these results can be broadened to the more complex
setting of schemes supporting ciphertext fragmentation. It will also be interesting to
investigate the security of IM-like schemes in the new frameworks of [RZ18, DF18] that
were introduced for analysing more complex secure channel protocols like those employed
in SSH.
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